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stdio.h is the standard input output library that contains two functions that we will use for input
and output, scanf and printf.

printf is a buffered formatted print function which writes information to the standard output
device, stdout (the display).  The first part of the printf parameter list is the format string which
is enclosed in quotes, " ".  The remaining parameters in the parameters are only used if there are
parameters to be printed.

For example:
printf("Hello world");

This statement will display Hello world on the display.  If the statement is processed a second
time the string Hello world will immediately follow the first i.e. Hello worldHello world.  Notice
there is no carriage control by default.  Carriage control must be included in the string.  The
character that identifies an escape character follows is the \.  The escape character for a new line
is the n.

printf("Hello world\nHello world");

This statement will display:
Hello world
Hello world

Some escape character sequences are:

\b Backspace
\n Newline cursor moves to the beginning of the next line.
\r Carriage return cursor moves to the beginning of the current line.
\t Horizontal tab cursor moves to the next tab position of the current

line.

Notice some characters are used to identify control or processing i.e. the \ identifies an escape
character follows, " identifies the beginning and end of a string, ' identifies a character.

\\ prints \
\" prints "
\' prints '
\? prints ?

The statement, printf("\"Hello world\"\?"); will display "Hello world"? on the display. 
The statement, printf("\n\"Hello world\"\?\n"); will display "Hello world"? at the beginning of a
new line on the display with the cursor at the beginning of a new line following the message.



In order to display values from expressions or variables we need to put place holders, or flags,
into the format string.  The percent symbol, %, is used to identify a place holder follows.

Some place holders are:
c for a character
s for a string
d or i for a signed decimal integer
f for a decimal floating point number

The following statement will display the contents, value, of the integer contained in the variable
x along with descriptive text.

printf("The value of x is: %d\n", x);

Notice that the parameter x now follows the format string in the printf parameter list.

If x contains the value 42, the following will be displayed and a new line follow the output
leaving the cursor at the beginning of the next line.

The value of x is: 5
_

Since the percent symbol is used to identify a place holder, we need to use an escape sequence to
display the % with two of them i.e. %%.

printf("The interest rate is %f%%\n",interest);

Assuming interest contains 2.75,  The interest rate is 2.75%. will be displayed and the cursor
will be at the beginning of the next line.

The output will not be displayed until the buffer is full or forced to print, one way to force the
buffer to display the data is with a new line.

scanf is a buffered formatted read function which reads information from the standard input
device, stdin (the keyboard).  The first part of the scanf parameter list is the format string which
is enclosed in quotes, " ", the second part are the parameters that will receive the data.  Unlike
the parameters in the printf which display the value of the parameters, scanf must change the
contents of the parameters.  The parameters of the scanf are passed by address.  The C symbol
which specifies the address of a parameter is the ampersand, &.  Again we need to put place
holders, or flags, into the format string.

For example:
scanf("%d", &x);

This statement will read an integer from the keyboard.  The enter/return key must be pressed in
order to complete the reading process.  The scanf only reads data, it does not display data.  If text



is included in the scanf format string it is used as a filter.  The user must enter the text before the
data will be properly read.

For example:
x = 3;
scanf("filter%d",&x);

This statement will not read the value for x unless the string filter is typed before the number.  If
65 is typed in response to the scanf, the value of x will remain 3.  If the string filter65 is typed in
response to the scanf, the value of x will be 65.  Just put the place holders for the data in the
format string, no text.

scanf is a buffered read.  That means characters go from the keyboard into a storage buffer which
is then accessed by scanf.  It is the enter or return key that identifies the completion of the data
entry and a null character, \0, is placed into the buffer identifying the end.  When reading
integers, floats, and strings scanf waits for the null character, \0, until the buffer is processed.

scanf("%d",&x);

buffer:
1 2 3 \0

Notice the number 123 is actually three ASCII characters 1, 2, and 3 followed by the null
character, \0.  The scanf with the %d place holder will read until a space, tab, or the null
character is reached.  The same for a string with %s.

scanf("%s",st);
buffer:

c a t d o g \0

Only cat will be read into the variable st.  Also notice when we use a string, the & is not needed
because the C compiler will recognize the variable as an array of characters and use the address
instead of the value, more on this when we get to arrays.

Now for the character.  When scanf reads a character it gets the next character.  scanf does not
read from the buffer until the next delimiter (space, tab, null, etc.).

scanf("%c%c", &c1, &c2);
buffer:

c a t d o g \0

After the scanf is processed, c1 will contain the 'c' and c2 will contain the 'a'.  Processing the
same scanf statement a second time will assign 't' to c1 and the space to c2.  Processing the same
scanf a third time will assign 'd' to c1 and 'o' to c2.  Processing the same scanf a fourth time will
place 'g' into c1 and the space into c2.  Processing scanf a fifth time will place the null character,
'\0', into c1 which empties the buffer and scanf will now wait for more data to be entered from



the keyboard until c2 receives a character.  When you read one character with %c, scanf will
take the next character from the buffer which may be the null, \0, left over from an integer, float,
or string read or the next character from a character read.

scanf("%d", &x); //25 and enter is entered.  '2' '5' '\0' is in the buffer
//25 is read into x

printf("%d", x); //25 is displayed on the screen
scanf("%c", &c); //one expects to enter a character but the null, '\0', is taken

//from the buffer and placed into c.  The program does not
//stop for data entry.

The fflush statement will flush, clear, the specified file buffer.  Specifying stdin as the file will
clear the keyboard buffer allowing the scanf of a character to wait for and properly read a
character.

scanf("%d", &x); //25 and enter is entered.  '2' '5' '\0' is in the buffer
//25 is read into x

printf("%d", x); //25 is displayed on the screen
fflush(stdin); //the buffered is cleared.
scanf("%c", &c); //The program stops and waits for data entry.  The word

//"hello" followed by the enter key is entered.
//The letter 'h' is placed into the variable c.
// The letters "ello" and null remain in the buffer.

An example program:

#include <stdio.h>   //used for printf and scanf
#include <stdlib.h> //used for the pause statment

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

int x;                                     //declare an integer
char c;                                    //declare a character
printf("\nPlease enter an integer: ");  //prompt for an integer
scanf("%d",&x);                            //read the integer
printf("\nYou entered %d\n",x);        //display the integer
printf("Please enter a character: ");   //prompt for a character
fflush(stdin);                             //clear the input buffer
scanf("%c",&c);                            //read the character
printf("You entered %c\n",c);           //display the character
system("pause");                           //pause
return 0;

}


